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We recently noticed that one of the figures in our published paper contains two duplicated data panels. In Figure 3C, the ‘‘MSC 5min’’
image panel was an offset image from the ‘‘Ckit 5min’’ raw image file. Having examined the original data associated with this figure,
we have concluded that the error occurred during the process of cropping original data images for figure preparation. We confirmed
through this analysis that the information and conclusions presented in the paper are not affected by this error. It also does not affect
the associated quantification of the representative images displayed in Figure 3B because the quantification was performed on the
correct image. We have provided the original data images to the journal editors for assessment and have informed our institution
about the issue. We also include below a corrected version of Figure 3 in which the ‘‘MSC 5min’’ panel has been replaced. All
other elements in the figure are the same as originally published. We apologize to the community for any confusion caused by
this unfortunate error.Figure 3. Cell Therapy-Mediated Cardiomyocyte Regeneration Cannot Be Explained by Transdifferentiation of Exogenously Delivered Bone
Marrow Stem Cells
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